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“first” is stored
“compute_rest” is stored
calculate “rest” on demand

Native python iterator interface
 __iter__()
 __next__()
 for-loops rely on these methods

Generator functions
 Functions that use yield to output values
 Creates a generator object
 __iter__() and __next__() automatically defined
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Today: modularity, processing pipelines, and 
coroutines

Modularity in programs so far
 Helper functions a.k.a “subroutines”

Coroutines: what are they?

Coroutines in python

Types of coroutines

Multitasking
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subroutine

subroutine

subroutine

Modularity in programming?
 Helper functions!

• a.k.a. “subroutines”
 A sub-program responsible for a 
small piece of computation

A main function is 
responsible for calling all 

the subroutines
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Main function
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subroutine

subroutine

subroutine

subroutine
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colleagues that cooperate
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 value = (yield)
 Execution pauses waiting for data to be sent

Send a coroutine data using send(...)

Start a coroutine using ___next__() 

Signal the end of a computation using close()
• Raises GeneratorExit exception inside coroutine
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read_to_many

>>> printer = print_consumer()
>>> printer.__next__()
‘Preparing to print’
>>> m = match_filter('mend', printer)
>>> m.__next__()
‘Looking for mend’
>>> p = match_filter("pe", printer)
>>> p.__next__()
‘Looking for pe’
>>> read_to_many(text, [m, p])
‘Commending’
‘spending’
‘people’
‘pending’
‘=== Done ===’

Any questions?
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